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A single-shot quadrature phase-shifting interferometry architecture is presented that is applicable to antenna
coupled detector technologies. The method is based on orthogonally polarized object and reference beams
and on linear and circular polarization sensitive antennas in space-division multiplexing. The technique
can be adapted to two, three, four-step and Gabor holography recordings. It is also demonstrated that the
space-division multiplexing does not necessary causes sparse sampling. A sub-THz detector array is presented
containing multiple on-chip antennas and FET plasma wave detectors implemented in a 90nm CMOS
technology. As an example, two-step phase shifting reconstruction results are given at 360GHz. c⃝ 2012
Optical Society of America
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Terahertz technology and imaging have gained a lot of in-
terest in the recent decade. The terahertz (THz) and sub-
terahertz radiation have several advantages over high en-
ergy radiation as being non-ionizing. Field-effect transis-
tors (FETs) as THz detectors are also used widely due
to room temperature operation, low cost, and easiness
of integration with other electronic functionality, such
as amplifiers or multiplexers [1]. FET detector, like opti-
cal sensors, respond to the square of the electric field [2].
On the other hand, the FET detector active size is a
fraction of the wavelength and electromagnetic coupling
is needed. A form of coupling is integrated planar anten-
nas. Beside square law radiation (direct) rectification,
it has been shown that the FETs are capable of homo-
dyne and heterodyne mixing [2], [3]. The common draw-
back of these solutions is the mechanical moving stage
to control the phase delay between the object and the
reference waves. An alternative way to obtain complex
amplitude is THz digital holography with pyroelectric
or CCD array camera based on pulsed sources [4], [5]. In
digital holography recordings, beside recording a single
amplitude hologram, several other techniques have been
developed, like quadrature phase-shifting digital holog-
raphy [6], three- and four-step phase-shifting hologra-
phy [7], [8]. One important branch of these methods is
space-division multiplexing whereas phase-shifted holo-
grams are recorded with an array of microelement phase
retarders or polarizers.
This article demonstrates that the combination of sim-

ple linear and circular polarization sensitive antenna cou-
pled FET detectors is capable of supporting multiple
phase-shifting interferometric or holographic detection
methods of sub-THz radiation. Though space-division
multiplexing is supposed, the nature of the integrated
planar antennas allows to mitigate the subsampling ef-
fect.
Supposing two orthogonally polarized coherent waves,

depending on the phase shift between the two waves

their joint behavior will be linear, elliptical or circular
polarization of different relative angle and chirality. The
receiver antenna shape and alignment to the beam po-
larization determines the power transmitted to the de-
tector [9]. With linear polarization sensitive antennas
(like dipole, bow-tie, or patch) one can measure one of
the orthogonal beams setting the antenna parallel to the
polarization direction of one beam or aligning it diago-
nally, their interference. A typical example for circular
polarization antennas is the spiral antenna [10]. In the
followings, the responses of these antennas are expressed
as a function of their alignment and phase shift of the
incident orthogonally polarized waves.
Let be ρ̂a the antenna polarization and ρ̂i the receiv-

ing (incident) polarization vectors and ĥ and v̂ are or-
thogonal unity vectors. The linear polarization sensitive
(LP), the diagonally placed linear polarization sensitive
(DLP), and circularly polarized (CP) antenna polariza-
tion vectors are the followings:

ρ̂aCP =
(
ĥ∓ jv̂

)
/
√
2

ρ̂aDLP =
(
ĥ± v̂

)
/
√
2

ρ̂aLP = ĥ (1)

The CP polarization vector sign comes from the hand-
ness of the antenna (right hand direction yields minus
sign). The sign flips in both CP and DLP cases when

the antennas are mirrored on ĥ axis. Incident radiation
described by Ev and Eh orthogonal incident electric field
amplitude. Phase difference δ is involved as:

ρ̂i = Ehĥ+ Evv̂e
jδ (2)

This formalism helps next to determine the collective
behavior of the antennas coupled the FET plasma wave
detectors. The FET detector is modeled according to [2].
The response of the detector as a function of terminal
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voltages and additional phase shift (at the FET termi-
nals δD) is approximated as:

UR = η
−(UTHz

DS )2 − (UTHz
GS )2 + 2(UTHz

DS UTHz
GS )cos (δD)

4
(
UDC
DS + UDC

GS

)
(3)

where η is power efficiency, which depends on losses,
non-idealities, and frequency. Let one arm of the anten-
nas is coupled to the FET’s gate and the other arm to
its source, while the detector response voltage is meas-
ured at the drain terminal. In this setup the Eq. (3)
model is reduced to a simpler form, as there is no elec-
tric field connected between the drain and the source.
Hence, UTHz

DS = 0. The simplified equation is equal to
the detection model derived earlier in [1]:

UR = η
−(UTHz

GS )2

4UDC
GS

(4)

The antenna coupling properties can be obtained from
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) as ρa · ρi. As a further step, the UGS

can be expressed for the different cases as a function of
the received radiation power Ph,v and the ideal antenna
radiation resistance RA as UGS = (2RAPh)

0.5:

UTHz
GS,CP =

√
2RAPh ∓ j

√
2RAPvexp(jδ)√
2

UTHz
GS,DLP =

√
2RAPh ±

√
2RAPvexp(jδ)√
2

UTHz
GS,LP =

√
2RAPh (5)

By substituting these terminal voltages to Eq.(4) one get
the collective response (UAR) for the different combina-
tions:

UAR
CP = η

−RAPh −RAPv ± 2RA

√
PhPvsin (δ)

2UDC
GS

UAR
DLP = η

−RAPh −RAPv ± 2RA

√
PhPvcos (δ)

2UDC
GS

UAR
LP = η

−RAPh

2UDC
GS

(6)

The Eq. (3) type mixing is replaced by a combination
of the superposition and rotation of the electric fields on
the antenna and the square law behavior of the detector.
Important to emphasize the difference from the linear
polarization sensitivity. The LP antennas have ∝ cos(δ)2

response and the CP antennas are hardly sensitive to po-
larization direction. Hence, one can measure two beams
independently (i.e. the object, reference beams) and ac-
quire quadrature interferences of 0, π/2, π, 3π/2 radian
by selecting, aligning, and rotating the LP, DLP, and
CP antenna coupled square law detectors. In real anten-
nas, the cross polarization isolation (CPI) is not infinite.

The obtainable CPI values for CP and LP antennas are
20−25dB. It can be seen that a certain CPI value causes
in the above UAR responses ∝ CPI−2 mixing term dis-
tortion and ∝ CPI−1 offset value shift.
The pitch of detectors in space-division multiplexing

architectures is an important question. The resonant
planar antenna dimensions implemented on bare sub-
strate or within passivation dielectrics tunes the resonant
length L ≈ λ/2 well below the free space wavelength λ0:

ϵeff =
ϵsubstrate + 1

2
, Lplanar ∝ λ0

2
√
ϵeff

(7)

This size reduction combined with the typically low NA
optics used in THz imaging setups (FWHM ≈ 2− 3λ0)
causes that the focal spot size becomes 10 − 15 times
larger than an antenna on typical Si or GaAs substrate.
As a consequence, closely packed integrated antennas are
affected significantly less from the sparse sampling prob-
lem of optical space-division multiplexing techniques.
Two-step quadrature phase-shifting reconstruction [6]

was used to determine the optical path difference (OPD)
at 360GHz of a PMMA (acrylic) equiconvex lens shown
in Fig. 3(a). The used detector chip [11] comprises of
an array of various, linearly and circularly, polarized an-
tenna coupled FET detectors, dedicated 40dB LNA, dig-
italization, and lock-in amplifier for every detector. The
chip has been manufactured in 90nm CMOS technol-
ogy. In the experiment, two detectors have been used
to capture the required quadrature phase-shifted in-
terferograms simultaneously. The first detector is cir-
cularly polarized having a two-arm Archimedean spi-
ral antenna coupled FET [see Fig. 1(a)], the second
detector is linearly polarized and contains four seri-
ally connected bow tie antenna coupled FETs [see Fig.
1(b)]. The responsivity of the bow-tie and spiral de-
tectors are 18kV/W@360GHz and 5kV/W@360GHz,
the corresponding NEP values are 200pW/Hz−1 and
740pW/Hz−1.

Fig. 1. Microphoto of the two antenna coupled FET de-
tectors (a-b) and the incident reference and object beam
polarization (c) employed in the experiment.

The experimental configuration illustrated in Fig. 2
is composed of a VDI CW sub-THz source, off-axis
parabolic mirrors, HRFZ-Si beamsplitter and combiner,
wire grid polarizers, and a 2D motorized translation
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stage with sample holder. The source beam is divided
into reference and the object beams by the beam split-
ter. The reference wave is polarized to S-polarization and
the object wave to P-polarization by wire grid polariz-
ers. The object wave is then focused by off-axis parabolic
mirror and the object is scanned around this focus spot
(FWHM ≈ 2.3mm). At last, the two waves are com-
bined by a HRFZ-Si plate and focused to the detector
focal plane. The detector is placed so as the reference
and object beam polarization had ±45 degree rotation
around the vertical axis of the detectors [see Fig. 1(c)].
The reference wave power was 5.5µW measured with
blocking the object path, the sampling rate was 10Hz,
and the electronic chopping frequency was 5KHz.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Experimental setup used to
raster scan quadrature phase-shifted interferograms at
360GHz.

The examined PMMS lens [Fig. 3(a)] had diameter of
38mm, focal length of 65mm@360GHz, physical thick-
ness at the perimeter and at its center was 2.3±0.05mm
and 6.5±0.05mmmeasured with a caliper, the lens had a
2mm thick and 6mm wide holder around it. The refrac-
tive index of the lens was n = 1.57±0.05@360GHz. The
lens has been placed in the translation stage and the
interferograms are scanned point by point in a 30mm
by 30mm area with 0.5mm spatial frequency sampling
rate. After acquiring the two interferograms presented
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the phase information is evalu-
ated. In the knowledge of the reference power and the
two quadrature interferograms, the reconstruction [6] al-
lows to calculate first the object wave intensity image
and then the phase distribution [Fig. 3(d)]. The phase
image then is unwrapped as shown in Fig. 3(e). The
phase difference between the the perimeter and center
of the lens found to be δ = 18.7 ± 0.2 radians, which
corresponds to OPD estimate 2.47±0.025mm and thick-
ness difference estimate δλ/ {2π(n− 1)} = 4.35±0.4mm
(λ = 0.833mm). This value is in good agreement with
the physical 4.2±0.1mm difference. The OPD across the
lens is rendered in a pseudo 3D view in Fig. 3(f).
The presented idea of combination of circularly and

linearly polarized antenna coupled square law detectors
is applicable to capture simultaneously four quadrature-

Fig. 3. (Color online) Steps of the 360GHz optical
path difference (OPD) measurement: photograph of the
PMMA equiconvex lens illustrating the raster scanned
area of 30 by 30 mm (a), in phase interferogram captured
by the bow-tie antenna detector (b), quadrature inter-
ferogram captured by the spiral antenna detector (c),
reconstructed phase image (d), unwrapped phase image
(e), pseudo 3D view of the estimated OPD (f).

phase interferograms and both reference and object
beam intensities. There is no need for precise reference
beam tilting or having reconstruction penalty of sparse
sampling common to visual space-division multiplexing
techniques. The easiness of concept opens a straightfor-
ward way to capture sub-THz and higher frequency com-
plex waveform images.
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